MID-AMERICA CONFERENCE ON PREACHING
October 18-19, 2007
Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary 4801 Allen Road  Allen Park, MI 48101
“LEARNING FROM THE PAST; PRESSING TOWARD THE FUTURE”
CD/MP3 Order Form

Please check the boxes of the individual sessions (Audio CD only) or complete set of conference recordings (mp3 CD or Audio CD) you wish to purchase. Turn in this form with your payment by the end of the conference to the bookstore table. Extra forms are available at the information center in the Atrium. Sessions are listed alphabetically by speaker.

CD

William Combs
- The Meaning of Fellowship in 1 John (07WWC01)

R. Bruce Compton
- Present Form of the Kingdom? (07RBC01)

Sam Dawson
- Penal-Substitutionary Atonement (07SAD01)
- General Session, Thr (07DMD01)
- General Session, Fri (07DMD02)
- Model Developing God-Centered Ministry (07DMD03)
- Expositional Preaching from the Parables (07DMD04)
- Worried about Holiness or How We Look? (07DMD05)
- Designing Sermons for Effective Communication (07DMD06)
- Shades of Evangelicals: Recognizing Differences (07DMD07)
- Conservative Evangelicals and Fundamentalists: Recognizing Differences (07DMD08)

Sam Horn
- General Session, Thr (07SEH01)
- Cultivating Ministry Graces in Pastorate (07SEH02)
- G. Campbell Morgan: Preacher Come God (07SEH03)
- Benefits and Blessings, Preaching from the Old Testament (07SEH04)
- Principles for Old Testament Exegetes (07SEH05)

Pearson Johnson
- The Pastor’s Prayer Life: Learning from the Past to Move from Failure to Fruitfulness (07PLJ01)

Robert McCabe
- An Overview of Ecclesiastes (07RVM01)

Rolland McCune
- Local Church Membership, Practice of the Ordinances (07RDM01)

CD

Doug McLachlan
- General Session, Thr (07DRM01)
- General Session, Fri (07DRM02)
- Core Values of a Biblical Ministry (07DRM03)
- Postmodern World, Expository Preaching (07DRM04)

Mark Minnick
- General Session, Thr (07MAM01)
- General Session, Fri Banquet (07MAM02)
- Expository Preaching of John Calvin (07MAM03)
- Bring the Books (07MAM04)

Gerald Priest
- Are Baptists Protestants? (07GLP01)

Dave Saxon
- Responding to New Translation of Bible (07DLS01)
- Interacting with Evangelical Scholarship (07DLS02)

Mark Snoeberger
- Weakness or Wisdom? Fundamentalism and Romans 14-15 (07MAS01)

Panel Discussions
- Thursday AM (07Panel01)
- Friday AM (07Panel02)
- Friday PM (07Panel03)

Ladies’ Sessions:
- Grace Albright 1 Don't See It That Way! (07GA01)
- Heather Snoeberger Strategy for Evangelizing Moms, Not Just Kids (07HS01)
- Amy Johnson Woman Devoted to Prayer (07AJ01)
- Claudia Doran Woman Devoted to Prayer (07CD01)

COMPLETE SETS, CONFERENCE RECORDINGS:
- Mp3 CD’s (07MP3)
- Audio CD (07AUDIO)

PURCHASE INSTRUCTIONS
1. Full payment must accompany each order! Sales tax will apply to all orders other than for tax exempt organizations.

2. Price of Recordings:
   - Entire conference on MP3 CD’s (2 disc set): $30.00
   - Audio CD’s:
     - 1-5 sessions = $4.00 each
     - 6-10 sessions = $3.75 each
     - 11+ sessions = $3.50 each
   - Total Conference-38 sessions = $110.00 ($2.90 each)

3. Orders will be shipped by USPS media rate. Return defective CD’s for exchange. S/H charges shown below.

   MP3 CD sets (2 discs per set)
   - Quantity 1 2 3 4 5+
   - S/H charges $4 $5 $6 $7 $8

   Audio CD’s
   - Quantity 1-3 4-10 11-20 21+ SET
   - S/H charges $4 $6 $8 $10 $12

4. Please complete the following contact information:
   - Name: ____________________________
   - Address: ___________________________
   - Phone: ____________________________
   - E-mail: ____________________________

Office Use Only: Total paid: ____________
Initial: ____________  Ship: Yes  No